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Good indour air quality in buildings becomes such a major concern that new 
design recommandations emerge in many countries (USA, Nordic Countries, ...) 
Improvement of the interior environment should not be at the expense of higher 
energy amsumption. Heat recovery systems are one appropriate answer to this 
challenge. However, additionnal energy savings could be achieved by applying 
demand controfled vmtilation when the internal loads vary signifimtly. 

A C02 oonlrdled ventilation system has installed in a conference room with 
high variable occupancy in mid 91. In this we present the survey of 6 

e limits and the ben a system. We focus on the 
to offer the optimum air qudty and to integate the occupants 

and building owner's reqplirernents. 

The two story building is located in the su of a small town. Offices and 
exhibition hall benefit of a conventionnal exhaust ventilation system with a fixed 
flow rate. C02 m t r d l d  ventilation system has been installed in a 200 M2 room 
used for conferences, training , business meetings, reception ceremony 
as dl as parties. Internal loads can vary from an occupancy of 2 to 50 persons. 
This room has an independent VAV ventilation system. 

Figure I represents a sketch of the installation. A C02 meter is located on the 
at a 1.4 meters height above the 

he sensor delivers a linear 
dioxide concenb;ation in th 

ency inverter integates the se a two minute period. Diaqam 
input signal. The motor ajusts 
e exhaust flow rate 
00 M3H. Six low 

exhaust valves are uniformly distributed over the room ceiling. Fresh air is 
supplied ttK0ugh air inlet gilles evenly located on the facade. 

The C02 coatcentration and the total flow rate have 
months every 5 minutes. Occupnts filled up questionnaires. An agent visited the 
inMiation evey other months to &e& any potential problems. 

panty of the room varies geatly and exceeds sometimes the maximum 
number. It reflects the various uses of this room. The C02 concentration 
between 350 ppm to 850 ppm with a peak at 1100 ppm when the 

internal load was e~eme. The sensibility of the system can be appreciated with 
ion of events such as aperitifs. When the room is used after a period of 

, the dilution time is noticed. During a meeting, any variation in the 
internal load is perceived by the ensor and consequently the flow rate is 
adjustd. As already n o t i d  in other experiments [I], the C02 sensor can adjust 
the air flow much more quidcly than a temperature or enthdpy sensor. 



During the survey, the room was less used than expected. Therefore, the 
minimum ventilation rate was often encountered. Keeping the vmtilation to a 
minimum seems to gu the quality of the air, even at 8 a.m. the day after a 
high occupancy. The room is correctly purged of pdlutants. 

lntegation time of the frequency inverter should be long enough in order to avoid 
any pumping and acoustic effect in the du . The ce of integation time 
induces a mtineous variation of frequency and an erratic input to the fan motor. 

The C02 sensor does not integate all the pdldons. For exemple, after a party, 
the odor of wine and food is persistent. Even if some people may appreciate, it is 
not a e. Therefore, new systems integate a boost on within the 
room. can interfere on the functioning of the ventilatia 
when 

Dierent means of variable air volume exists but frequency inverters act 
the motor and therefore, the functioning point of 
curve. When the C02 m c e n M o n  decreases, 

proportlonaliy and the e also but to the square. No 
noise is generated whatever We working point is situated. 

In the design mge of any buiding, the profilw of cy as well as the 
density are key pmmeters which are rarely well appr A n o n l o f f o r a w  
level venti can induce a high energy consumptim and a poor indoor 
air quality the exhaust or supply air flow is not adapted to the needs. 
C02 vmtilation pady dves  this problem. 

3.2 0 perception 

Six questions were asked to the occupants: 
1. Are you satisfied of the air quality ? 
2. Do you notice a M m c e  with the others spaces? 
3. How do you judge the acoustic environmenr? 
4. Do you encounter a difference in the air quality over the m e  and the time? 
5. Do you notice a better indoor mvtonment in the pr ce of smdrers in 
c o m m m  with the Bther spaces? 
6.Do you know the type of ventilation system if any? 

The occupants were unanimous in their answers to questims 1,3,4. The air 
quality is qualified from gM>d to excellent within the entiere space and over the 
time. Special mentiwls and positive comments were related to the high quality of 
the acoustic environment. Far questions 2 and 5, occupants were either without 
opinion ar noticed an impvment with other space$. lnterwieved occupants did 
not know always the existence of a ventilation system and even less the type. 

In this building, and managers were deliated by the qudfiy of air and 
specially the a~oustic environment, the ease of operation and the energy benefit. 
C02 conb-dled ventilation with kewency Watim eaains this satisfaction. The 
cost rsduction of these two essential components: the sensor and the inverter 
should lead to a ts~es use of this ventilation grocsm. 
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Figure 1: Principle of the system 
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